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China Times E-paper (2010/07/29) NEC, the largest communication-information company as well as computer
manufacturer in Japan and the second major Japanese procurement company in Taiwan, held a forum, entitled
“NEC Taiwan Solution Fair 2010,” in Taiwan to present its latest solutions and programs of cloud computing on July
29, including its DIY checkout counter which made its first oversea debut, and its DIY recharge station for electric
vehicles. NEC wished to enhance the cooperation between Japan and Taiwan and enter the China market
together.

Executive Yuan's Global Investment Service Center (trans. temp.) will begin to operate on August 8, and its first
tender-invitation delegation left for Japan on July 25. NEC, whose procurement per year in Taiwan reached over
three billion US dollars, was the major target of the delegation. Meanwhile, NEC Vice President Toshimitsu
IWANAMI hosted the form in person and presented NEC's new solutions and programs in Taiwan. Among the
presentations, the DIY checkout counter made its first oversea debut; with the solution, customers can easily
checkout with an electrical purse, the sensor at the exit and the oral directions pronounced at the counter.

NEC planned to offer an e-platform and to utilize cloud computing technology to get its own organization integrated
with the enterprises in Taiwan. NEC wished to form an alliance with Taiwan partners and enter China market
together.

Reference:
China E-paper 2010/07/29 (Chinese)
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